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1.

We, the Local Government Boundary Commission for England,

having carried out a review of the electoral arrangements for
the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames

in accordance with

the requirements of section 50(3) of the Local Government Act
1972, present our proposals for the future electoral arrangements for that borough.
2.

In accordance with the procedure laid down in section 60(1)

and (2) of the 1972 Act, notice was given on 10 June 1975 that we
were to undertake this review.

This was incorporated in a

consultation letter addressed to Kingston upon Thames Borough
Council, copies of which were circulated to the Greater London
Council, the London Boroughs Association, the Association of
Metropolitan Authorities, the Members of Parliament for the
constituencies concerned, the headquarters of the main political
parties and the Greater London Regional Council of the Labour
Party.

Copies were also sent to the editors of local newspapers

circulating in the area and of the local government press.

Notices

inserted in the local press announced the start of the review and
invited comments from members of the public and from any interested
bodies.
3.

Kingston upon Thames Borough Council were invited to prepare

a draft scheme of representation for our consideration.

In doing

so, they were asked to observe the rules laid down in Schedule 11
to the Local Government Act 1972 and the guidelines which we set

1

out in our letter of 10 June 1975 about the proposed size of the
council and the proposed number of councillors for each ward. They
v/ere asked also to take into account any views expressed to them
following their consultation with local interests,

We therefore

asked that they should publish details of their provisional
proposals about six weeks before they submitted their draft scheme
to us, thus allowing an opportunity for local comment.
k.

On 18 February 1976 Kingston upon Thames Borough Council

presented their draft scheme of representation

The Council

proposed to divide the area of the borough into 19 wards each
returning 2 or 3 councillors to form a council of 50 members.
5,

The Borough Council!s submission included copies of the

correspondence received by them during their local consultations.
We reviewed this together with the comments which had been sent to
us by a local political party and a local political association,
both of which made alternative proposals for wards in the area of
the Kingston Parliamentary Constituency.
6.

We studied the Council!s draft scheme of representation.

Although we considered that the Council's forecast increase in the
size of the electorate was optimistic, we thought the scheme would
offer a good standard of representation, even if the figures were
not realized.

We noted that the two alternative schemes a,lso

appeared to offer a good standard of representation-tout -we
considered that they did not, as a whole, present • sufficient
improvement over the Borough Council's proposals to justify their
acceptance.

We noted; however, that "both schemes included almost

identical"proposals for the Burlington, St James and Norbiton -Park
wards and that the suggested ward "--boundaries had been aligriefr along
the whole length of the Kingston By-Pass.

We took the view that

the By-pass v/as a major barrier in the area and should be
recognised as a boundary in full.

Accordingly, we decided to

adopt the proposals of the political party for the. three
wards.
7.

We reviewed an objection, which had been made to the Borough

Council, to the proposed boundary between the Berrylands and
Tolworth East wards,but decided to make no change, at. that,s stage.
In order to achieve a better balance of representation, we
realigned the boundary between the Grove and St. Mark's wards.
We also adopted a number of minor recommendations by Ordnance
Survey.
8.

Subject to the modifications referred to in paragraphs 6 and

7 above, we decided that the Council's draft scheme provided a
satisfactory basis of representation in compliance with the rules
in Schedule 11 to the Local Government Act 1972 and our guidelines
and we formulated our draft proposals accordingly.
9.

On 26 May 1976 we issued our draft proposals and these were

sent to all who had received our consultation letter or had
commented on the Council's draft scheme. The Council were asked
to make these draft proposals, and the accompanying map which defined
the proposed ward boundaries, available for inspection at their main
offices.

Representations were invited from those to whom they were

circulated and, by public notices, from other members of the public
and interested bodies. We asked for comments to reach us by 30 July

1976.
10. Kingston upon Thames Borough Council and a local political
association (not the one referred to in paragraph 5) both

informed us that they accepted our draft proposals.
11.

The political party and the political association referred

to in paragraph 5 re-affirmed their respective alternative
schemes for the Kingston constituency area, with the exception
of the proposed Burlington, Norbiton Park, St James and Maiden
Manor wards, which they accepted.

Two further comments were

received, one from a constituency party and the other from a
private individual, each in support of a part of one of these
schemes.

We also received a number of letters and a petition

containing over 600 signatures from residents of the existing
Berrylands ward objecting to the proposed new Berrylands ward and
asking that the existing arrangements for the ward should be retained
Finally, we received objections from four individuals with comments
affecting the proposed Town, Tudor, Grove, Cambridge and Coombe
wards.
12.

In view of these comments, we decided that we needed further

information to enable us to reach a conclusion.

Therefore, in

accordance with section 65(2) of the 1972 Act and at our request,
Mr M Lewer was appointed as an Assistant Commissioner to hold a
local meeting and to report to us.
13.

The Assistant Commissioner held a local meeting at Kingston

upon Thames on 29 November 1976.

A copy of his report to us is

attached at Schedule 1 to this report.
14.

In the light of the discussion at the meeting and of his

inspection of the arese concerned, the Assistant Commissioner
recommended modifications to ten of our proposed wards*1
changes were proposed in order to maintain local, ties.

The This part

of his recommendations included the retention of the existing

Berrylands ward, with minor modification, and this change led to his
proposing the creation of an additional ward named Tolworth South.
For the remaining eight wards, namely Burlington, Cambridge,
Chessington North, Chessington South, Hook, Maiden Manor,
Norbiton Park and St James, the Assistant Commissioner
recommended that our draft proposals should be confirmed without
alteration.
15. tfe considered our draft proposals in the light of the
comments which we had received and the report'of the Assistant
Commissioner.

We concluded that the modifications recommended

by the Assistant Commissioner should be accepted. We formulated
our final proposals accordingly.
16.

Details of these final proposals are set out in Schedules

2 and 3 to this report.

Schedule 2 gives the names of the

wards and the number of councillors to be returned by each.
Schedule 3 is a description of the areas of the new wards.

The

boundaries of the new wards are defined on the attached map.
PUBLICATION
17.

In accordance with section 60(5)(b) of the Local Government

Act 1972, a copy of this report and a copy of the map are being
sent to Kingston upon Thames Borough Council and will be

available for public inspection at the Council's main offices.
Copies of this report (without map) are being sent to those who
received the consultation letter and to those who made comments

L.S.
Signed
EDMUND COMPTON (CHAIRMAN)

JOHN M RANKIN

(DEPUTY CHAIRMAN)

PHYLLIS BOWDEN

J T BROCKBANK

MICHAEL CHISHOLM

R R THORNTON

ANDREW WHEATLEY

N DIGNEY (Secretary)
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SCHEDULE 1

Farrars Building,
Temple,
London, E.C.4*
March 1977
The Chairman,
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
20 Albert Embankment,
LONDON S.E.I.

Sir
ROYAL BOROUCH OF KINGSTON UPON THAMES

I have the honour to report that on the 29th November
1976 at the Guildhall, Kingston upon Thanes, pursuant to my
appointment under Section 65 of the Local Government Act 1972 I
held a local meeting to carry out an investigation of the electoral
arrangements for the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames*
The meeting vae veil attended and the issues raised
by the proposed electoral arrangements had aroused interest vhich vas
predominantly political in the northern part of the borough and vhich
centred on preserving the existing Berrylands vard in the southern
half of the borough.
I opened the meeting by explaining that the Local
Government Boundary Commission had published as their proposal the
scheme submitted to them by the Borough Council but vith a
realignment of boundaries in the Maiden area and some minor alterations
elsewhere. Because of the relatively large number of members of the
public from the Berryland 8 area vho vere present I suggested -that
after Mr* Powell, the Borough Secretary, had explained the basis of
the proposed scheme, I vould, if everyone agreed, first hear
representations about the Berrylenda issue*

No on« vas represented at the meeting although
Mr. Powell helpfully started proceedings by explaining and commenting
on the various proposals that had been put forward and the labour
and liberal parties each had a spokesman*

In all 25 different

persons spoke* Many spoke more than once. When this occurred I
hare endeavoured to summarise what was said in one paragraph rather
than write a separate paragraph for each occasion

TOE HEARING
1*

Mr* L.V* Powell was the Borough Secretary and Electoral

Begistration Officer.

He said the Local Government Boundary

Commission had accepted the council's original proposals save in
the former Borough of Maiden and Coombe and in 3 other instances
where no electors were involved. The council had no comment to make
on these variations and accepted them. He said the Commission had
accepted his council's representations that it should have 50 membersf
although this meant a ratio of electors per councillor of 2,110, which
was below the Commission's recommended minimum* His council had also
determined on a council of 2 and 3 member wards*
He had taken the first steps in producing the council's
scheme, and in doing so he had borne in mind the criteria set out in
the Local Government Act 1972* His scheme had been submitted to a
small working party which had included council members from the 3
political parties in proportion to their party's representation on
the council*

The working party had accordingly been predominantly

conservative.

The working party made no radical adjustments to his

scheme, though it would have had to do so if it had incorporated the
suggestions of the labour and liberal party associations.

The scheme

was approved by the council and submitted to the Commission,

The council's proposals took account of the ratio of
electors to councillors and to changes likely to take place In the
next five years, and they gave top priority to features such as
major roads, rivers and railways as boundaries.

The council

considered that, although none of the existing ward boundaries could
be retained, local ties would be broken if the boundary between the
tvo parliamentary constituencies in tike borough had to be altered to
any great extent by proposing ward boundaries which did not coincide
with the constituency boundary*

Apart from this the council did not

consider that any question of breaking local ties arose in
formulating ward boundaries, for the whole of the borough from
Richmond Park to the edge of the green belt in the south vas virtually
built up*

Nevertheless large parts of existing wards had still been

retained intact*
In the last few years the trend had been for a
reduction in the total electorate of the borough but there was no
evidence that this trend would continue.

The demand for houses had

not diminished and residential accommodation was not being left empty
for any period of time.

Calculations of increases based on actual

and anticipated planning applications had been made and areas of
potential development and redevelopment had been identified.

These

calculations indicated an increase of electorate from 105,494 on
1975 figures to 110.508 by 1980, which would give an average of
2,210 electors per councillor in 1980 in a 50 member council.

Most

of the increase would occur in the Surbiton and Eve11 Road area.
Dealing with the labour party's proposals, he accepted
that the number of electors in the wards was in line with the relevant
criteria, and he did not criticise their choice of ten ^-councillor
wards and ten 2-councillor wards, giving 20 wards and 50 councillors,
compared to the council's proposal of twelve 3-councillor wards and

aeven 2-councillor wards, giving 19 vards, which was the mixture
accepted by the Commission* He did not think it possible to accept
part of the labour party*a proposals for the Kingston constituency
area without accepting the whole. He considered their proposed
Park ward suffered from the serious objection that Richmond Park
cut off one residential part from the other, and he saw no good
reason for ignoring the Hogarni11 River as a northern ward boundary
for Grove ward, nor for adding the residential and educational
area south of the Hogarni11 River to the town centre to form a ward.
The mainly industrial and residential area north of the railway
combined better with the town centre to form a ward in that area*
In a generally closely built-up area, some boundaries had to be
chosen which rail along roads which were not continuously straight
main roads, but such boundaries nevertheless would remain identifiable,
and few if any of the suggested boundaries were likely to break local
ties*
In the south of the borough, he observed that the
Commission bad incorporated the labour party's proposals for the
Maiden Manor, St. James, Norbiton Park and Burlington wards in their
scheme.
The liberal party also proposed wards with acceptable
electoral figures. Their mixture of 2 and 3 councillor wards was
the same as the labour party's*

In the south of the borough the

liberals party's proposals for the Maiden area differed only very
slightly from the labour party's proposals, and of course the labour
party's proposals had been incorporated in the Commission's scheme*
In the north of the borough he again did not think it possible to
accept part of the liberal party's proposals without accepting the
whole.

He made the same criticism of the liberals for rejecting the

Hogsmill River as a boundary, and in addition he criticised their

proposals for using fence lines rather than roads as ward boundaries*
He also criticised their Triangle ward, vhich crossed the Kingston New Maiden railway line with only one road link between the 2 parts
of the ward.

In the council's Town ward, which also crossed the

same railway line, there were a number of crossings.
In discussing the Berrylands issue, he said that north of
the 3 southernmost wards of Chessington North and South and Hook, to
which no one objected, there was an area containing 12,462 electors
y
bounded by physical features forming good ward boundaries, namely the
Hogamill River and the Surbiton - Waterloo railway to the north-east
and north-west, the borough boundary to the south-east, and Ewell
Road and its extension as Broadway and Kingston Road to the south-west.
An easily identifiable boundary forming two 3-councillor wards from
this area could be formed by a stream known as Tolworth tributary No»l,
which joined the Hogarni11 River, and which had open space on each
side. It produced wards of 6100 and 6?62 electors, becoming 7040
and 6362 in 1980* He said there were no valid reasons for formulating
a new scheme for the entire southern constituency, fitting all the
other wards round the existing Berrylands ward. Nor was the existing
Berrylands ward like a village in an undeveloped area.

Its residents

shared the same interests and environment as those in adjoining wards,
and this especially applied to its existing boundary with Tolworth
East ward,

2.

Mr. C. Granville-Smith was an alderman and he had

represented the residents of Berrylands continuously for the past
20 years. He said the objections to proposals which disturbed the
existing Berrylands ward had been peremptorily dismissed and he said
that he and the residents of Berrylands had been told that if they
wanted any variation they must themselves produce a completely fresh

scheme for the whole borough.

Hits of course was impossible

because they did not have the facilities to do so.
could be left undisturbed.

Berrylands

With a ratio of 2106 electors per

councillor it vas within k of the borough average of 2110,

On

1980 figures, which in any event were only guesswork, the difference
was only 45.

They were prepared to extend their southern boundary

to Elgar Avenue to make up this slight difference provided their
other existing boundaries remained intact* Any fair-minded person
in reorganising the borough's wards to elect 50 rather than 60
councillors would try to cause as little upheaval as possible by
leaving undisturbed those wards which already fitted the borough
average.

Why disturb Berrylands ward just because adjoining wards

were unsuitable, he asked.
He said the Tolworth Stream, where it was visible at
all, was little more than a ditch, it dried up in summer, and was
not a viable boundary. Although the Borough Secretary may have lived
in Berrylands once, he no longer lived there and he could not know
how the residents felt.

There was a local spirit, and if the ward

were fragmented this spirit would be lost for the 850 houses being
transferred from Berrylands to Tolworth East.
On the west, Ewell Road had no more merit as a boundary
than the existing boundary of King Charles Road.
Kingston over railway bridges.

Both roads led into

The area between these roads was

completely different in character from the existing Berrylands
development.

It was a new council development, and it would be an

embarrassment to Surbiton Hill ward. If it were forced upon Berrylands
ward

then Berrylands ward would have to be bounded by what he referred

to as 'the grotty little ditch1 called the Tolworth Stream, and 1730
well canvassed and predominantly conservative voters would go to
Tolworth East. The beneficiaries of this bonus of conservative voters

vere none other than 2 of the councillors vho were primarily
responsible for planning the whole scheme.

This vas not just

a remarkable coincidence.
In the south-west corner of the proposed ward,
2 roads were being taken from the labour stronghold of Tolworth
Vest and put into Berrylands.

The proposed boundary here did not

even follow the course of the Tolworth Stream*

The stream ran

underground in land between Hollyfield Road and Beaconsfield Road.
This showed the boundary was being manipulated, for it did not
even keep to the course of the stream.
The most significant aspect of the proposed alteration
would be the loss in property values as a direct result of a change
of address for the residents from fterrylands, Snrbiton' to Tolworth'.
Five local estate agents had told him that there would be an
appreciable difference in value between houses which remained in
Berrylands and those transferred to Tolworth*

Berrylands houses

were sought after. A loss of 5% or £1000 a house would produce a
loss of £12 million to £17 million*

No one could justify imposing

this financial loss on house owners who were in a ward which exactly
fitted the new borough electoral average.
He hoped the meeting vas not a charade and was not
taking place just to provide a rubber stamp for the official view*
This meeting was the last defence for the residents of Berrylands.
He trusted that an impartial verdict would redress all their
grievances, as had happened when a similar enquiry had taken place
at Thames Ditton.

3.
ward*

Mr. A.E. Brompton lived in Waverley Avenue in Berrylands
He said far more residents would have attended if the meeting

had been at a more convenient time. He thought a cohesive ward was

far more important than one that satisfied borough statistics.
An extra 300 or 500 electors did not matter* There should not
*• .
be change for the sake of change. The important thing was that
there was a community in Berrylands. The ward could go down to
the A3, although there was no, need to alter that area.

A change

might also reduce the value of the properties, but that was a side
issue.

It was too much to expect the ordinary residents to produce

figures and an alternative scheme for the surrounding area. King
Charles Road was the bigger barrier. It was narrower, and so was
worse for pedestrians.

4.

Mr. H.A. Hodson lived in Elmbridge Avenue.

an extra important point.

There was

There was no need to change electoral

areas or the number of councillors.

There was no justification for

spending money on an enquiry and on all the plans that had been
produced for it.

5.

Mr. M. Haguea lived in Endway. He agreed with what had

been said about Berrylanda. Mr. Powell had missed the real point.
Berrylands may not be a village but there was a community feeling,
they had shared problems and their councillors lived amongst them.
It was people and not changes on maps that mattered. A minor point
was the potential financial loss if the name of part of the area was
changed.

The number of people from Berrylands who attended the

meeting was evidence of their community feelings.

6.

Mrs. J. Husband lived in Grand Avenue.

She had been

30 years in Berrylands. She particularly agreed with what Mr. Hagues
had said. She was chairman of the residents association.

She had

gained many friends through ward activities and there were many
social links and associations in the area,

?•

Mr. F.W. Flaskett lived in Kings Drive, and unlike the

former speakers, his house remained in the proposed Berrylands ward.
He was particularly concerned with the addition from Surbiton Hill*
He thought the existing Surbiton Hill ward should be kept and Cotterill
Road should be put back into it. For To1worth East, the by-pass was
the proper boundary and, for electoral figures, To1worth East should
be combined with Cbessington.

8.

Mr. J. Foulsham, who had been secretary of the local

government committee of the Kingston and Surbiton labour party, spoke
on several occasions.

On this occasion he said that if Berrylanda

did not want the Alpha estate, which lay between King Charles Road
and Ewe11 Road, it could form a single member ward.

9»

Mr. P.C. Gray was a counillor for Berrylands ward. He

did not live in the affected part, but he had canvassed on the issue
and he got to more houses than most laymen.

He said the part of the

ward affected by the change did not want change. King Charles Road
was as busy as Ewe11 Road.

10.

Mr. A*J. Clare was a conservative councillor. He had been

chairman of the council's finance and general purposes committee. His
committee had decided to keep the parliamentary boundaries intact. It
meant 2 different electoral rolls and difficult administrative problems
otherwise.

The Hogsmill River was a good natural boundary and part of

it was the parliamentary boundary* St. Marks ward had had to be reduced,
and they had taken a part off it in the south. It could go back to

-

10 -

St* Marks ward on community grounds.

To 1 worth West ward had been

the most difficult area to deal with.

If Chessington North were

extended to take in part of To Ivor th East it would produce a ward
2j miles long and only 1 house wide, and it would not be a
community.

He was a councillor for To1worth East. He had lived

for 24 years in Berrylands. He now lived in Maiden Manor.

In

Berrylands he could understand the feeling against change, but the
community extended south of the existing Berrylands ward and the
houses had all been built at the same time.

11.

Mr. Foulsham, who lived in the area, suggested that

the proposed To1worth West ward could be changed*

12*

Mrs, A. Peay lived in Surbiton Hill ward,

King Charles Road was not a major road.

ghe said

It ended in a narrow bridge

and was closed for southbound traffic.

13.
Avenue.

Mrs. M.R. Umney had lived for 40 years in Elmbridge
die objected to being put into Tolworth East ward. Most

of the ward would be on the other side of the by-pass, and people
would not take part in activities which occurred a long way away.

14.

Mr. R. Todd represented Berrylands Residents Association.

He emphasised the community aspect of the area.

Their councillors

and aldermen came to talk to them. They were planning a jubilee
festival for the area.

15.

Mr. C. Williams was a councillor. He was a liberal.

He knew the Berrylands liberal ward association was very much in

- 11 sympathy with the Berrylanda case*

It was the only ward planning

a jubilee celebration, which was a demonstration of its community
spirit* The Berrviands objectors' case should be accommodated in
the scheme, for it was technically possible to develop an alternative
scheme.

16.

Mr. P« Alexander was a councillor for Hook and

Southborough. He was labour* He had had 38 years there. He had
also represented Tolworth West and Tolvorth South in the past*
Tolworth West would be formed of parts of all the areas he had
represented. If Berrylands case were accepted, the consequences
would be felt around the area* Some of the Berrylanda arguments were
artificial and one should look at the figures first. The area
generally was homogeneous and people were not aware of the ward they
were in. They lived in Surbiton or Chessington.

17.

Mr. J.G. Holland had lived in Berrylands since 1972 and

he found there was a community life there that he did not want to see
altered.

18.

Mr* Foulsham as secretary of his party's local government

committee put the labour party's case for the borough.

He had taken

a major part in formulating the labour party's proposals.
tried to be constructive.

They had

The council had ignored their scheme but

the Local Government Boundary Commission had accepted part of it* In
the council's scheme, physical features had been ignored and one
boundary even went along back garden fences. The council's proposed
Coombe ward perpetuated the idea that Richmond Park was part of Coombe.
It was not.

Kingston Hill was the edge of Coombe and nothing to its

- 12 -

west was in Coombe.

Their chief objection was to the council1a

proposed Town ward. It was a ragbag of leftovers. The residential
parts in the north were divided from the residential areas around
Pairfield by the town centre, and the boundary provided by the
railway was ignored.

The northern and north-eastern boundary of

this ward had 16 changes of direction in about !-£ miles and it
included about 200 yards of back garden fences.

It divided the

existing local ties in an area of 19th century housing of modest
means. If the reason for this was to get the numbers right, there
must be a better way*

His scheme kept the Kingston railway as a

boundary and used Kingston Hill, which was also an obvious boundary*
This [Toduced an electorate for 7 councillors, so the split mast be
5-2-2.

His Canbury vard contained very similar areas of 19th

century housing, and to the north the salient from Park ward into
Tudor ward was largely recreation ground.

To the east of Kingston

Road, Hill ward could be formed from the hinterland of Kingston
Hospital*

Coombe ward would, he accepted, be rather scattered, but

that happened with whatever solution one adopted.
South of the Kingston railway line the figures of his
wards were right.

He disagreed with Mr. Powell that there were no

communities to preserve.

If they were ignored in Kingston they must

be ignored throughout the whole of the London area.

On names, he

particularly did not want to see Canbury disappear.

It was an area

which people knew.
In Surbiton, there were some odd proposals, but he had
no constructive counter proposals.
Generally* he had kept the railway lines as boundaries,
and had abandoned the Hogstnill River in central Kingston where it was
crossed by 5 roads arid 2 foot bridges.

If, as Mr. Powell suggested,

- 13 -

the liberals were wrong to create their Triangle ward across a
railway, so was the council wrong to ignore the railway in their
Town ward,
In St. Marks ward it would be better to have the
area to the south in St. Marks, but the numbers were very tight in
the wards concerned.

19«

Mr. R«T, Ma11on. who had succeeded Mr. Foulsham as

secretary of the labourparty's local government committee, said that,
save in the town centre, the Hogsmill River with wide areas of open
space around it, was an ideal boundary.

In the town centre, the

railway and the commercial development around it was the best boundary.
To the south of the town centre, Grove Lane was the focal point of an
important community which stretched to the north of the Hogsmill
River. The community should not be divided.
He disagreed with the liberals thinking about their
Triangle ward. There was no single community there, and to the east,
Clarence Avenue provided a good boundary and it was not a road round
which a vard should be formed*

20.

Mr8 Williams presented the liberal party's case.

He

was surprised to hear criticism from Mr* Powell about the fence
boundaries chosen by the liberal party, for they were similar to the
existing ward boundaries.

However if fence boundaries were not

acceptable they would readily abandon them. They did not affect the
principle behind his proposals. Perhaps his scheme had laid too much
emphasis on the figures, for they had tried to get closer than within
10 per cent, of the average figures.

Also they had worked to a very

- 14 -

tight time scale. They had heard only in mid-September that there
were to be 50 councillors and not **2. There had been virtually no
discussion about new wards and mid-September to December allowed
only 2 committee cycles. This was not enough for discussion by
councillors let alone electors.
He agreed with the labour party's criticism of the
council's proposals. In the north of Kingston the boundary weaved
in and out of small residential roads, and generally in Kingston
the council's proposals ignored the important Canbury and Grove
communities.

The liberal's Canbury ward started in Bank Lane, which

was a natural division on the riverside. Road centres could be
chosen instead of fences.

The liberals had not seen the labour

party's Canbury ward until the meeting had started, and he had not
realised their ward was so close to the labour party's.

He thought

that the housing was the same on either side of Park Road, although
either Park Road or Queens Road would be a suitable boundary*
However they had chosen Clifton Road aa they thought Park Road was .
the centre of that community and should not be a boundary*

Those

living on each side of the road had joined together recently in a
festival, and the children used a school in Alexander Road to the
east. It was his area and he was councillor for the existing Hill
wardg

To the east of the Canbury community, the community which was

centred on Kingston Hill reached from Clifton Road to Gloucester
Road, and that was the ward they had chosen.
Their Triangle ward was an attempt to deal with 3
discrete areas which centred on the Triangle.

He did not think the

railway line there was a 'community boundary.

There were 2 crossings

of it.

He did not consider the labour party's Coombe ward was

satisfactory, for it took away on area which was really part of the

- 15 -

Cambridge ward.
He thought the Kingsnympton estate posed a problem*
It was very much an enclosed community.
its own school.

It was large, and it had

It had only one entrance, which faced south, but

it could equally well belong to a ward to the north.

In the south of St, Marks ward be could see no
advantage, save for figures, for putting part into Surbiton Hill.
On names, he had no comments save that Grove was
preferable to Town.

21.

Mr. Trefor Hunter, who was chairman of the Kingston,

Maiden and Coombe Liberal Association, criticised the labour party's
Coombe ward ns being composed of nothing but left overs. He liked
some of the labour party's wards.

He thought that the Kingsnympton

estate would be best iu Hill ward, but the figures would not allow it.

22.

Mr. D.B. Terry, who was a liberal councillor for Canbury

ward, said that the ward had a historic claim to continue its existence
and keep its name.

The name could be traced back to 1260,

He thought

there was also a community in the area of the Triangle which crossed
the railway liue. It was very different in the town centre where
there was no residential community to the south of the railway line
until one came to the Grove community.
this*

His party's plan demonstrated

He also thought the Kingsnympton estate connected with Hill

ward rather than Coombe ward, but figures demanded that in the
liberal scheme it should be in Coombe ward.

23.

Mr. K.C. Gooding was n councillor and chairman of the

Kingston and Maiden Conservative Association.

He had lived there
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since 192*t.

In the centre of Kingston there were difficulties.

There were few natural boundaries.
had been over-emphasised.

He thought the community aspects

Apart from Canbury it was very difficult

to isolate other communities in the central area.
His strongest objection was to the labour party's
Coombe ward*

There was no connection at all between the area taken

from Cambridge ward and the rest of Coombe. Nor was there any
community as such around the Triangle.

It was merely a shopping

centre for a wide area, and that was irrelevant to forming a ward.
In the centre of Kingston he thought the conservatives'
proposals were not perfect. He thought it was correct to preserve
Caubury on historical grounds, but it was not right to create a
single ward for virtually the whole of the south of the centre of
Kingston.

2'*.
ward.

Mrs. P. Beech was a conservative councillor for Tudor
The ward had 3 obvious boundaries formed Ly the river, the

borough boundary and Richmond Park. The other boundary was determined
by the size of the electorate.

It was better to keep to the Park as

a boundary than to have a ward going across it.

25.
Tudor word.

Mr. D. Jackson lived near the boundary of the existing
The existing boundary did not make sense, lie thought it

was best not to have wards crossing the old borough boundaries.

26.

Mr* Ward was a lecturer at the nearby college of further

education. He wanted to say that he did not consider that the Fairfield
area should be divided from the Grove Lane area as the council's scheme
proposed.
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27.

Mr. HalIon summarised the labour party's case. lie

said the council's proposals divided communities and the liberal
party hnd chosen unacceptable boundary lines. He accepted that his
Coombe ward straggled, but the nature of the area led to the same
result in all the other proposals. In Kingston, Park Iload provided
the best boundary for Canbury ward*

The labour party boundary to

Tudor ward was not jagged, like the others, and their Canbury ward
was neater than the liberals,

28.

Mr. jhinter summarised the liberals case. The liberals

boundary to Tudor ward was not jagged; it merely excluded the
recreation ground. He wanted to defend his proposed Triangle ward.
The railway was readily crossed. School children used a footbridge
across it, and the school provided a community of interest.

It was

not an odd ward. The other schemes hod odd wards, such as labour's
Park ward, which was a particularly unsuitable ward, and the council's
Hill ward. He did not think Park Road was a good boundary, for it
was the centre of un area. He thought back garden fences could
provide suitable boundaries,

29.

Mr. Powell closed the meeting by saying there was a

problem in reconciling what everyone wanted*

Each scheme had left

over bits. The council had a jagged boundary in Town ward. The labour
party's wards had straight boundaries but he was very critical of
their Park ward.

It was carved partly out of Coombe ward, which

meant that part of Cambridge ward had to bo put in Coombe ward,
with which it hau no affinity.

Overall he still considered there

had been an over-emphasis on residential affinities within the
borough.
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VIEW

30*
borough*

On 8th December 1976 I spent the day viewing the
I was accompanied by Mr. Mortlock, of the electoral

registration officer's staff, vho kindly shoved me the parts I
wished to see,

I looked at all the parts of the borough which had

been discussed at the meeting and I visited most of the wards,
leaving out only some of those upon which everyone was agreed.
I revisited the borough on my own on 23rd February 1977
to look at some further parts and to check on some boundary details*
The impressions I formed and the conclusions I reached
are set out in the appropriate parts of this report,

31.

Electoral Figures. In assessing alternatives to, and

alterations of. the wards proposed I had to obtain further electoral
figures from the electoral registration officer.

These he and his

staff readily supplied and the areas for which I obtained further
figures are delineated on a six inch ward map (B 2) and the figures
are set out in a series of 3 lists (B 3, 4 and 5).

32.

Documents.

During the course of the meeting I collected

a number of maps and documents. These I have marked serially according
to their source, viz. 'B1 for borough, 'L' for Liberals, 'La1 for
Labour party and *M* for miscellaneous, and I shall so identify them
in this report. A list of all the plans and documents is attached
at Appendix B. I also received copies of documents sent to the
Commission before the meeting, and at the meeting I received a letter
from Mr. Sellers, who could not attend.
all those documents.

I have read and considered

- 19 APPRAISAL AND CONCLUSIONS

33-

Size of Council.

The Commission has accepted the

council's proposal that it should have a council of 50 members. All
3 parties accordingly supported proposals which involved a council
of ^0 and the Commission adopted one of the schemes as the basis of
their proposals.

No one advocated the continuation of a council

with 60 councillors, which is the present number, nor suggested
there should be less than 50 members.

In the circumstances I

recommend that the proposal for a 50 member council should be accepted.

34*

Council's Proposals.

Two general criticisms vere

directed at the basis upon which the council's proposals were formulated,
and I consider criticism can properly be made of that basis. First,
Mr* Powell said that because the borough was almost entirely built-up
the question of breaking local ties when formulating ward boundaries
which otherwise satisfied the criteria set out in schedule 11 of the
Local Government Act, 1972, did not arise*

The necessary corollary

of this is that local ties had not been considered when forming wards.
Both the labour party and the liberal party expressly challenged this
approach*

Such a challenge was also fundamental to the Berrylands

objection* Not only do I think these criticisms were justified but
after hearing the evidence and viewing the borough, I thought that
communities in the Coabury, Grove and Berrylands areas were being
divided by the council's proposals.

I consider that an acceptable

scheme ought, if possible, to take account of these communities and
that in any event their existence should at least be considered in
formulating proposals.
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Secondly the council's scheme vas criticised in the
north uf the borough for ignoring the convenient boundary provided
through the middle of Kingston by the westernmost section of the
Kingston branch railway line*

The council's Town ward, it vas said,

lay on both sides of this railway and united in one ward residential
areas which were divided both by the railway and by the nonresidential town centre area close to it. The criticism is veil
illustrated by the liberal party plans L 1 and L 2.

The council's

reply to this criticism was that the Hogsmill River provided a
preferable boundary through Kingston* Purely from the point of view
of a boundary, I thought the railvay was probably preferable, for
it is on an embankment and provides a reasonably formidable physical
and visual barrier, whereas to the west of Villiers Road the river
ceases to have open space alongside it, as it does from Villiers Road
eastwards to the borough boundary, and is crossed by a number of
roads and footbridges* However it is not only its suitability
purely as a boundary line which is important.

If it is used as a

boundary it divides the Grove area, which a number uf speakers said
formed a community and should not be divided, and furthermore the
number of electors which have to be added from the north of the railway
line to form either a 2 member or 3 member ward involves dividing
the Canbury area.
A third possible criticism of the council's proposals
is that the proposals expressly preserve the constituency boundary
between Kingston and Surbiton on the basis that there could be no
local tie between areas separated by the boundary, and so the boundary
should not be .altered to any great extent.

Of course a constituency

boundary might well follow a line which conveniently separates distinct

-

communities.
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It might alno lie along a lim; which provides a

satisfactory ward boundary, as indeed it does in this borough east
of Villiers Road where it follows the Hogarni11 River.

However the

proper approach must be to accept it as a ward boundary only if it
satisfies the schedule 11 criteria and not to accept it because it
is a constituency boundary.

In other words, constituency boundaries

should be aligned on ward boundaries and not vice versa.

35.

Labour Party Proposals.

were also criticised.

The labour party's proposals

Particular criticisms were levelled at their

proposed Hill and Coombe wards and I considered both criticisms were
justified. Their Hill ward is formed around the southern tongue of
Richmond Park and it seemed to me that the ward included areas which
the park separated rather than united.

Their Coombe ward stretched

southwards into New Maiden right to the Surbiton - Waterloo railway
line and included an area which was altogether distinct from Coombe.
I do not think these criticisms are fatal to their scheme, but I
think they justify the search for a better arrangement.

36.

Liberal Party Proposals.

The criticisms of the liberal

proposals were that the boundaries of their wards often followed what
were called 'garden fence1 boundaries and that consequently they
tended to be tortuous, and that their Triangle ward crossed the
Kingston branch railway line.

On the first point, Mr. Williams

explained that his party had adopted garden fence boundaries because
that was how many of the existing boundaries were found.

If road

centre boundaries were to be preferred then he would readily accept
such an alteration, for the merits of his scheme lay not in the
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garden fence boundaries but in the general lay-out. In the northwest of the borough the liberals, like the labour party, had used
the Kingston railway line as a boundary and their Canbury and Tudor
wards were strikingly similar to the labour party's wards of the
same name.

However they had not suggested a ward similar to the

labour party's Hill ward and their pattern to the west of Canbury
and Tudor wards, save for Triangle ward, was not dissimilar to the
council's proposals.

I looked carefully at Triangle ward and at

the area where it crossed the railway.

Neither the evidence nor

my view persuaded me that such a ward catered for a single community,
and on balance I think it better to avoid having such a ward if a
satisfactory alternative is available.

37«

Berrylands.

Although the criticisms which the

political parties levelled at each other were general in effect, in
practical terms they affected only wards in the north and west of
the borough. It was only the residents of Berrylands, which lies
just south of the Surbiton - Waterloo railway line, who were initially
concerned in disputing the council's proposals for their area. Their
case was simple. They wanted to keep their ward as it was at present.
They did not want an area comprised of housing which was identical in
character to that of the rest of the ward, and representing over one
quarter of its electorate, taken away from it to be replaced with a
rapidly developing area of new high density council housing which, so
they said, lay on the other side of a main road. The issue is simple
and the objection was strongly felt. A number of arguments were put
forward by the residents to support their case, and I did not think
by any means that all their points were good ones, but people who feel
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strongly about a matter can be their own worst advocates in failing
to distinguish good arguments from bad.

The objection was clearly

more than the crusade of one man, Mr. Granville-Smith, although he
led the objectors.

I thought it unfortunate that the objectors had

not at least tried to redraw the boundaries in their area so that
they could demonstrate that the existing Berryland9 ward could
remain unaltered without producing insoluble problems in neighbouring
areas. Mr. Granville-Smith said that they could not do so because
they had not got the facilities to redraw the boundaries for the
whole borough, which he apparently understood would be necessary
if the Berrylands objections were to be accepted. However the most
casual glance at the ward structure of the borough is enough to
indicate that only the neighbouring wards of Surbiton Hill, To1worth
East, Tolworth West and, arguably, Chessington North could possibly
be involved in any alteration, for Berrylands is one of k proposed
wards lying in an area bounded in general terms by the borough
boundary, the Hogsmill River, the Surbiton - Waterloo railway line
and the A 3 (Kingston by-pass) and formulating an acceptable scheme
of reorganised wards within that area must surely have been within
the competence of interested objectors.

The disadvantage that the

objectors must face if they want an area to be reorganised, yet
make no constructive suggestions at all as to how it is to be
achieved nor are even prepared to look beyond their own boundary
and discuss the effect on neighbouring wards, which was a dialogue
that I unsuccessfully endeavoured to initiate

at the meeting, is

that the whole onus of working out a scheme is placed on the assistant
commissioner.

He not only has to make his own enquiries as to the

electorates involved but, if he is to devise a scheme, he must do so
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with only inferred knowledge of the effect of the alterations on
political loyalties and community feelings in the areas of adjoining
wards. I shall have to return to the Berryland3 objection in detail.

38*

Future Electoral Figures*

Mr, Powell observed that

in recent years the electorate of the borough had been falling,
Nevertheless an increase from 105,499 in 1975 to 110.508 in 1980
is forecast, which is an increase of 4-J per cent* The 1976 figures,
which are now available, show a slight decrease since 1975 to
105|288. Whether an overall increase will be achieved in the
5 year period must be doubtful.

However no one suggested that

this was a factor which might influence any of the various proposals.
More importantly, the area of greatest prospective increase is in
the existing Surbiton Hill ward* This has an impact on the Berrylands
issue*

There is both new council development in the part of Surbiton

Hill ward which it is suggested should be transferred to Berrylands
ward and, to the south-west of that, private development where old
houses in large curtilages are being demolished and replaced by flats
or a number of smaller houses. Those areas have an increasing
electorate.

The electorate in 1975 of the existing Surbiton Hill

ward was 5142. This had become 536? in 1976 and is 5637 on 1977
figures. This is important because it means that a ward or wards
which contain this area and are perhaps close to the electoral norm
on 1975 figures may already in 1977 have substantially departed from
that norm. Elsewhere in the borough the increases, whether they
are realised or not, are not large enough to affect entitlements
significantly.
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39councillors.

Size of Wards. All the wards proposed have 2 or 3
During the meeting a single councillor vard was

suggested for the controversial area that the council propose should
become part of Berrylands vard. However the proposal was not
seriously pursued.

It was not adopted by the political parties

nor by any of the councillors who spoke, who are the people who
would have to make such a ward work, and in the circumstances I do
not think single-councillor wards would be appropriate* Clearly a
mixture of 2 and 3 councillor wards is acceptable to everyone.

40,

Names of Wards.

In the south of the borough everyone

was agreed upon the names in the council's proposals.

In the north,

the labour party's documents described their wards with numbers rather
than nameso At the meeting they gave them names which I have written
into Table 3> and which are set out on La 1. The only names which
gave rise to any representations were that the name Canbury should
be preserved for the ward which included the Canbury area north of
Kingston town centre, and which both the labour and liberal schemes
preserved, and that the name Grove was preferable to Town for a ward
which included the Grove area* There was general consensus on these
points, and toe labourparty were prepared to alter the name of their
proposed Town ward to Grove ward.

41.

The North of the Borough.

The Kingston branch railway

line and its continuation eastwards after it joins the Surbiton Waterloo line delimits an area to its north which has 27,192 electors,
giving it an entitlement of 12.89 councillors. The labour party used
this line as a boundary throughout its length, allocating the area
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13 councillors, whereas the other proposals each included wards that
crossed this line.

I have already expressed my view that neither

of the wards which cross the line is entirely satisfactory.

Mr. Powell

suggested that it was not possible for the Commission to accept any
of the schemes in part* Each had to be accepted in whole or not at
all. It does not seem to me that that is correct.

I think it is

possible to accept wards based on the Tudor and Canbury wards proposed
by the labour and liberal partiesf and yet reject what I think are
the unsatisfactory Park and Triangle wards.
I should explain that in formulating possible
alternative wards in this area, I had considerable difficulties with
the electoral figures and had to go back to the electoral registration
officer's staff on 2 occasions because the various sets of figures
I had been given were hopelessly irreconcilable. The details are
tedious and I have endeavoured to set out the relevant difficulties
in a note which is Appendix C to this report. However in the course
of rechecking the figures, it transpired that the figures for the
labour party wards set out in Table 3 (B l) were inaccurate.
revised figures are set out in B 5.

The

Some differences were too small

to be significant, but material differences involving over 200
electors occurred in :
Ward

1975 figures
B 1

B 5

Canbury (?A)

6529

6612

Tudor

(8A)

418?

Park

(9A)

Hill

(9B)

Coombe (lOA)

1980 figures
error

B 1

B 5

error

83

6961

7244

4031

156

4501

4040

4211

384?

364

4529

4301

22fi

4291

4209

82

4558

4304

254

3713

4246

533

3993

4398

405.
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In referring to electorates of labour party warda, I
shall set out the revised B 5 figures in the report.
The area lying north of the Kingston branch railway
and west of the line of the edge of Richmond Park, Queen's Road and
Kingston Hill contains 12,593 electors (labour wards 7A and 8A and
areas D, E and G on B2), which gives it an entitlement of 5.97,
This means that it can support two 3-councillor wards, in contrast
to the labour party and liberal proposals which form a 2 councillor
Tudor ward and a 3 councillor Canbury ward from a smaller area.
The natural boundary across the area is Kings Road.
However it produces a southern area with an electorate (entitlement
in brackets) of 5524 (2.62) and a northern area with an electorate
of 7069 (3.35)«

In order to form satisfactory wards I consider the

best area to place in the southern Canbury ward is the area composed
of Wyndham Road, Bockhampton Road and Dinton Road (c on B 2), though
to avoid garden fence boundaries the boundary has to be drawn along
the centres of Staunton Road and Latchmere Road,

That area seemed

from my view to be as closely associated as any with the area to its
south and it is certainly more isolated from the housing to the north
in Tudor ward than the other areas which might be transferred (A, B or
E on B 2).

The effect of the transfer is to create wards with

electorates of 6149 (2.91) and 6444 (3.05)* with the balance
altering on 1980 figures to 6851 (3.09) and 6720 (3.04), I consider
these areas form satisfactory wards*

Kings Road provides a natural

boundary where it leaves Lower Ham Road, for Lower Ham Road is there
barred to through traffic.

The development north of that junction

is much alike and I thought Kings Road marked a more natural boundary
than Bank Lane, which was suggested as providing a natural break in
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the housing of that area.
in one ward.

The whole of the Canbury area is preserved

Moreover housing lying to both sides of Park Road?

which some persons considered as being united rather than divided
by the road, can be in one ward. I thought Queens Road rather than
Park Road marked the line where the housing changed significantly in
character, and at the time of my visit Queens Road was certainly
busier than Park Road.

Accordingly I recommend these wards, to

be called Tudor and Canbury respectively,
A further effect of using Queens Road as a boundary
is that it disposes of the need to have a ward which includes
housing lying on both sides of Richmond Park, as in the labour
party's Park ward, and which I think is unsatisfactory. The
council's proposals, with only slight modifications, produce
satisfactory wards for the remainder of the area.
I recommend that the council's Cambridge ward should
be accepted unaltered save for the minor alteration proposed by the
Commission at its north eastern corner.

Its electorate is 6365 (3.02)

increasing to 6660 (3«0l) and it would have 3 councillors* I do not
think Clarence Avenue is an acceptable boundary for a Cambridge ward,
not because of any unsuitability in itself but because if it were a
boundary, then the figures dictate that Coombe ward necessarily
stretches down through New Maiden to the Surbiton - Waterloo railway
line, and that I think is to be avoided if possible.
I recommend that the council's Coombe ward should be
accepted as proposed but with the subtraction from it of the
rectangular area (L on B 2) bounded by George Road, Warren Road
Coombe Lane, Orchard Rise and The Drive.

Warren Road and George Road

in this area are proposed as boundaries by the labour party. Itiey

- 29 nre far preferable to a boundary which involves Orchard Rise and
The Drive. Contrary to what the maps appear to indicate, Orchard Rise
and The Drive are not connected, not even by footpath, and a boundary
along them would have to skirt the curtilages of the private house or
houses at their ends*

More importantly the transfer helps equalise

the electorates between the remaining areas to create, two 2 councillor
wards.
The Coombe ward which I recommend has an electorate
of 4021 (l.9l) increasing to 4154 (l»88). It includes the Kingsnympton
estate about which there was a deal of discussion at the meeting.
The labour party suggested the estate should be in the same ward as
the Crescent Road area to its south. Some speakers suggested it had
no true connection with any area surrounding it. It is a substantial
council estate with vehicular access to Crescent Road and some
smaller entrances to Kingston Hill.
extent that it has its own school.

It is self—contained to the
It is at present in Coombe ward

and both the council and the liberal party propose it should stay
there. Whereas Crescent Road provides a satisfactory boundary which
has the effect of putting the estate in Coombe ward, there is no
satisfactory boundary line to its north between the estate and Astor
Close which would enable it to be put in a ward stretching to its
south.

On balance I consider it is better that it should be in

Coombe ward.
The remainder of the area, which I recommend should form
a ward to be called Hill ward, approximates to the council's Hill ward,
save that on its west side the boundary has been pulled back from the
fairly tortuous line proposed by the council and which I thought was
justly criticised by the labour party, along Elm Road, Canbury Avenue,
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Deacon Road and Villoughby Road, to a boundary provided by Queens
Road and Kingston Hill, both of which are more substantial roads*
In the course of the alteration the ward loses sufficient electors
to transform it from a 3 councillor to a 2 councillor ward.

It is

formed by areas II, J, K, L and M on B 2 and it has an electorate
of 4213 (2.00) increasing to 4402 (1.99) (See Appendix C for
calculation of electorate),

42.

The East of the Borough,

South of Cambridge ward,

natural and compelling boundaries are provided by the Surbiton Waterloo railway line, by the Hogsmill River and the open spaces
alongside it, and by the A 3 (Kingston by-pass). The Commission
adopted the labour party's proposals for this area.

Compelling

boundaries are apt to make it difficult to achieve precise
entitlements, and so it has proved. However the council has
accepted the Commission's proposals for this area and I consider
they are clearly the best that can be achieved. The area contains
18,883 electors, which gives it an entitlement of 8,95 councillors,
and it is divided into 4 wards returning 9 councillors.

43,

The West of the Borough.

If Canbury ward is to have

the Kingston branch railway as its southern boundary, then there is
an area lying to the west of the Surbiton - Waterloo railway and
south of the Kingston branch railway which contains 20,121 electors.
This gives it an entitlement of 9*54 electors.
The labour party scheme took away from it a small area
at its southern end (DD on B 2) south of Brighton Road, containing
549 electors, which it put in Surbiton Hill ward.

This reduction
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would give the area 19,572 electors and an entitlement of 9.28.

The

transfer of this area both tends to help the neighbouring Surbiton
figures and also readily justifies giving 9 rather than 10 councillors
to this western area.

The council's and liberal schemes also put

this area into Surbiton Hill ward, although the entitlement problem
was not so acute as both schemes included a ward which crossed the
Kingston branch railway.
The map indicates that the inclusion of the area DD
in Surbiton Hill is an anachronism and both my view and everyone who
mentioned the area at the meeting confirm this impression.

One

speaker called it a nonsense to put it in Surbiton Hill ward.

It

is at present in Seething Wells and St. Marks ward and its transfer
could only be justified by the strict entitlement limits to which
everyone was adhering.

I consider that its ties are with St. Marks

and that it is best left in a ward lying to the west of the Surbiton Waterloo railway line.

In the context of the area as a whole this

western part of the borough has only slight growth and by 1980 its
electorate will be 20,811 with an entitlement of 9.^2.

By contrast

Surbiton Hill is a rapidly increasing area, and whereas on 1975
figures, which have by now been largely superseded in that area,
the addition might help, it does not help on 1980 figures.

In the

circumstances I consider that on figures also it is preferable that
this area should remain in a ward lying wholly to the west of the
railway line.

The additional 0.5^ entitlement is readily absorbed

in 3 wards of 3 councillors, and the 'loss' of 5^9 electors can also
be absorbed in the Surbiton area.
With slight adjustments I think both the liberal and
labour party approach to this area provides a satisfactory scheme.
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If I discuss it in detail on the basis of the labour party scheme it
is only because it is easier to make adjustments to their scheme
than to the liberals scheme, which involves a number of garden fence
boundaries and which I reject. The wards the labour party proposes
are :

Ward
Town

electorate

(5a)

entitlement

5872

2.78

Norbiton (6a)

6893

3.27

St. Marks

680?

3.23

The addition of 5^9 electors from the area DD would make St. Marks too
large. Town ward can be increased by adding to it the houses in
AtheIston Road, Auckland Road and Buckingham Road (in area AA on B 2),
which appear to have no connection at all with the proposed Norbiton
ward but lead directly onto Villiers Road and are more closely
associated with the Grove Lane community.

The liberals put these

roads into their Town ward. Moreover the transfer of the area AA to
Town ward enables the Hogsmill River to continue as a boundary as far
westwards as Villiers Streets

There is no housing at the eastern end

of this area save for a house within the curtilage of the sewage farm.
The other area that I think can be properly added to Town ward, this
time from the proposed St. Marks ward, is the area between Uxbridge Road
and Grove Road (BB on B 2), which is the area that the Commission proposed
should be transferred from the council's proposed St. Marks ward to their
Grove ward. This transfer constitutes a departure from the constituency
boundary, although I consider that that is a matter of no significance*
These alterations produce wards as follows :
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Ward

1980

1975

Town

6728 (3.19)

7029 (3.18)

No rb it on

6608 (3.13)

6629 (3.00)

St. Marks

6785 (3.22)

7153 (3.24)

These wards have satisfactory electorates and I recommend
that they should be accepted. The only further modification is on
names0

I consider the proposed Town ward should in fact be called

Grove ward* That was what everyone was prepared to accept.

44.

Surbiton. Berrylands and Tolworth.

produces the most difficult problem in the borough.

I think this area
My impression

was that the Berrylands objection was strongly felt and, although
not overtly supported by the political parties, had the sympathy of
both the labour and liberal parties and the active support of some
conservatives.

The objection was led by a conservative alderman and

was supported by one of the ward's conservative councillors, who had
not only written to the Commission on behalf of the objectors but
also spoke at the meeting.

Mr* Foulsham did not criticise the

objectors' case but made suggestions either that the proposed Tolworth
West ward might be reorganised to accommodate their case or that the
controversial housing estate, known as the Alpha estate, might form a
single member ward0

He did not pursue these suggestions in any detail

but his approach was helpful and sympathetic.

Mr. Williams told me

that the Berrylands liberal ward association was in sympathy with
the objectors' case, and he thought it should be technically possible
to devise an alternative scheme to accommodate their case.

The

Surbiton Conservative Association in their letter of 28th October
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1975 mentioned strong ties existing between the residents in the
detached part, the SB Polling District, and those in what it is
proposed should be the new Berrylands ward.
The difficulty in doing anything for the objectors is
that to the south-west of the existing ward lies Surbiton, which has
the greatest anticipated increase in the borough, and to the south-east
lies Tolworth East, which is something of a problem ward. An obvious
ward boundary in the Tolworth area is the Kingston by-pass. However
that part of Tolworth East ward lying south of the by-pass contains
2595 electors (polling district XA).
falling to 1.17.

It has an entitlement of 1.2J

It will not support a ward on its own so it has to

be joined to some other area.

A suggestion was made that it should

be joined to Chessington North, but as one speaker said, the ward
would at one point be only one house wide, and my view convinced
me that such a suggestion is impractical. The difficulty is similar
on its other side where it is separated from St. James ward by the
Hogsmill River, which is crossed only by a footbridge. Thus an area
from across the Kingston by-pass has to be joined to it.

This means

that if Berrylands is to be preserved with its existing boundaries,
so also must Tolworth East, for there is no area, other than from
Berrylands, which can be added to Tolworth East.
If Berrylands and Tolworth East are to remain as they
are at present, then the Alpha estate (EE on B 2) can only be in
Surbiton Hill ward, where it is at present.

The problem created by

keeping the Alpha estate in Surbiton Hill ward is that it keeps the
2 areas containing the largest anticipated increases in the borough
in the same ward.

The difficulty is not insuperable, but it is

obviously easier to achieve uniform entitlements if such areas are
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divided amongst 2 or more wards.
The total electorate of the area south of the Surbiton Waterloo railway and containing the proposed Surbiton Hill, Berrylands,
Tolworth East and Tolworth West wards is 24,566 (11.64) increasing to
26,332 (11.91) by 1980. The area should have 12 councillors and that
ia the number that all the proposals give it, dividing it into 4 wards
with 3 councillors each.

However, if Berrylands and Tolworth I&st are

together to have 5 councillors, then the remainder of the area must
have 7 councillors.

This means that it must be divided into 3 wards, .

producing 5 wards in all. I think a division along satisfactory
boundaries into 5 wards is possible.

The issue is whether it is

preferable to the proposed division into 4 wards, which of course
entails having a Berrylands ward ttiat none of the objectors want.
First for the division.

If the proposed Surbiton

Hill ward has the Alpha estate added to it (EE on B 2) and if it
runs south only as far as Ditton Road, remaining substantially
unchanged from the existing ward (losing SS, KK, LL and MM on B 2
from the proposed ward), it would leave the area north of the
Kingston by-pass and south of Ditton Road, Hollyfield Road, King
Charles Road and Broadway to be made into 2 wards each with 2
councillors.

The electorate of this area is 8404, which gives it

an entitlement of 3.98.

It is the existing Tolworth West ward,

plus the VA, Y and YA polling districts plus a very small area
lying between

Hollyfield Road and the south-eastern boundary of

the existing Surbiton Hill ward.

It was clear from my view that

this area contains very few, if any, electors. The whole area can
be divided into 2 equal wards along the line of Broomfield Road,
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Douglas Road, Thornhill Road, Red Lion Road and Fullers Way North.
These wards have electorates of 4150 (1.9?) and 4254 (2002).

To

the north they include the triangle lying south of Hollyfield Road
and between King Charles Road and Ewe11 Road, which is substantially
in the existing Tolworth West ward and part of which the Berrylands
objectors did not want in Berrylands ward. Otherwise they are
created out of an area from the existing Tolworth West ward and
parts of the Tolworth South and the Hook and Southborough wards.
From my view, from what was said at the meeting about the area by
Mr. Foulsham, from its existing ward pattern and from the council's
proposed ward pattern, I am satisfied that the 2 wards I suggest
do not cut across existing loyalties or disturb local ties.
The figures in Surbiton Hill are not so satisfactory.
The area bounded by the Surbiton - Waterloo railway line, King Charles
Road, Hollyfield Road and Ditton Road, has 5199 electors on 1975
figures and 6633 on 1980 figures.
and 3*00,

These give entitlements of 2.46

I think there are 3 points to make about these

entitlement figures.

First the 1975 figure has been substantially

overtaken by later increases and represents the number of electors
in the area about 2\ years ago. Because of this I obtained from
the electoral registration officer the 1977 figures for the existing
Surbiton Hill ward (B 5) from which it can be seen that the 1977
figure for--the ward I have outlined is 5637 •

This gives it a

current entitlement of 2.67. Thirdly, the ward could be made
larger and closer to the average by adding a smaller adjacent area
to it« There are a number of candidates. The area to the south of
St. Marks ward (DD on B 2) could be added, but on balance I consider
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it ia better left in St. Marks ward.
of Hollyfield Road could be added.

The area immediately south
At present part of it is in

Surbiton Hill ward. However it is separated from the southern end
of the Alpha estate by open ground. Moreover its transfer would
take electors from one of the Tolworth wards, the figures of which
are static, so that by 1980 Surbiton Hill would be above the norm
and the Tolworth ward would be below it, indicating a possible need
for another adjustment* The same objection applies to the transfer
of the area west of Hook Road (MM on B 2). If Berryland8 ward is to
remain unaltered, then I think the best reorganisation of the
surrounding area is the one I have described and which involves a
Surbiton Hill ward with electorates which will be below the average
until 1980.
Where does the balance of convenience lie between
accepting the case put forward by the Berrylands objectors, which
means having a ward such as the Surbiton Hill ward I have outlined,
or rejecting the objectors case and having wards with entitlement
figures all close to the norm, at least on 1975 figures?

Some

of the objectors arguments I considered were untenable or were
arguments of last resort.

I saw the stream known as Tolworth

tributary No.l which is the proposed southern boundary of the new
Berrylands ward. I thought it would provide a suitable boundary
and that Mr. Granvilie-Smith's description of it as 'a grotty little
ditch* was remarkably inapt. It was banked, it had open space
along its banks for most of its course in the relevant area and it
was a readily identifiable feature.

I saw Ewe11 Road, which seemed

to me to be more of a main road than King Charles Road, though the
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difference was not overmarked. However I could riot accept the
argument that because King Charles Road was narrower than Ewe11 Road
it would thus be a better boundary, apparently on tiie basis that
pedestrians found it more difficult to cross.

I was unimpressed by

the allegation that the existing BerrylandB ward was being altered
to suit the personal electoral aspirations of councillors from an
adjoining ward who also happened to be on the committee which
proposed the alteration. No figures were given to support this
allegation. Moreover if an allegation like that had any substance
at all it would be likely that the opposing parties would join in
the criticism.

Neither the labour nor liberal parties made the point

and yet more significantly nor did any of the elected representatives
from Berrylands ward. I did not think that argument was well founded.
I was far from convinced that changing the ward in which a house was
situated would diminish its value by £1000*

I had not heard that

argument before and without an experienced valuer to explain it and
vouch for it, I thought at the time and 1 remain of the view that
it is nonsense.

In any event I do not think it is a relevant

electoral consideration. It was also clear from my view of the
area that the housing both in and south of Elgar Avenue was
scarcely distinguishable- in any way from the housing in what
might be called the heart of Berrylands, so that there was force
in Mr. Powell's point that the situation of Berrylands could not
be compared with the situation of a village in an undeveloped area.
However, when the entire objection is considered, I think it has
force. There clearly are local ties within the Berrylands area.
•Rie whole area stretching south of Elgar Avenue is too large to be
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contained in one ward, but if it has to be divided between 2 wards,
that is no reason for aligning part of it in the same ward with an
area so dissimiliar to it as the Alpha estate.

The Alpha estate

is at present in Surbiton Hill ward and I thought it had some
affinity with the area of mixed development to its west and none
at all with the Berrylands estate to its east* Any objection which
can summon the support that this one did deserves serious consideration
and by the end of the meeting I was convinced that to ignore the
objection would be to break existing local ties, and that if possible
the objection should be upheld.
Unfortunately upholding the objection leads to a
re-organisation of surrounding wards in which the electoral figures
are not ideal.

On balance however I consider that it is better to

accept the Surbiton Hill ward 1 have outlined, accepting its relatively
low electorate on the basis that it contains the 2 fastest growing
areas in the whole borough, that by 19SO its figures will be
precisely on the electoral norm, and, judging by ttie increase that
has occurred since 197? and the increase to be expected in the next
£j to 3 years, the entitlement will clearly be above 2,70 for 3
councillors by the time the first elections are held under the new
arrangements,, On 1977 figures the electorate is only 60 below the
figure required for an entitlement of 2.70.

Moreover it is already

marginally larger than the proposed St. James ward, in the eastern
part of the borough, which has 3 councillors and an entitlement of
2.67, falling to 2.56,

I think it is also worthwhile making the

point that Schedule 11 requires the Commission to have regard to
any change in the number or distribution of electors likely to take

place within the period of 5 years immediately following the
consideration*.

The consideration of these electoral arrangements

is taking place in 1977 and the 5 year period goes forward to 1982.
Tims the Surbiton Hill ward will be on the borough norm by a time
which is only about half-way through the statutory 5 year period.
The council's proposals gave it an entitlement of 3,31 by 1980, and
my alteration avoids an entitlement of that size being reached so
soon.
In recommending on balance the acceptance of the
objectors case, I do so with the modification that I consider the
southern boundary of Berrylands ward should run along Elgar Avenue
itself and not along the back garden fences of the houses on its
north side. This is a modification the objectors were prepared to
accept.

It will affect the electorates of both Berrylands and

Tolworth East wards. They will be :

1975

1980

Berrylands

6625 (3.14)

6?62 (3.06)

Tolworth East

4338 (2.06)

4333 (1-96)

The boundary at the north-eastern end of Elgar Avenue
should run between Wo». 42 and 44 Elmbridge Avenue and then across
the open ground to the Hogsmill Hiver. The houses in Elmbridge
Avenue are not semi-detached at this point, as the 6" plan appears
to indicate.
Finally I consider the appropriate names for the 2 wards
that I consider should be created in the south of this area, generally
replacing the council's Tolworth Vest ward, should be Tolvorth South
and Tolworth Vest. These are the names of the existing wards which
cover much the same ground.
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45-

The South of the Borough.

Here there arc no problems.

The proposed wards of Chessington North, Chessington South and Hook
have satisfactory electorates and are objected to by no one.

I

recommend that they be accepted.

460

Recommendations,

I recommend that the borough be

divided into 20 wards, returning 50 councillors.

I have outlined

the wards in green on a 6" plan (B 16) of the borough.

I have set

out the 1975 and 1980 electorates and entitlements of the wards,
together with their names, in Appendix A to this report and I have
set out in detail, by reference to the documents that are illustrated
by map B 2 and by the map of the existing wards and polling districts
(B 8), liov the wards are formed in Appendix D to this report. The total
electorate for the borough in Appendix A, which is 105»442 for 1975
and 110,318 for 1980, does not precisely correspond with the total
electorates in D 1, which are 105,499 in the council's list and
105,450 in the labour party's list for 1975 and 110,508 and 110,610
respectively for 1980.

However the discrepancy is not large enough

to be material and, considering the trouble I had overall in
reconciling various sets of electoral figures, the totals are
gratifyingly close to those in B 1.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant

(Michael Lever)

APPENDIX

Ward

Number of
Councillors

Electorate (entitlement)

1975

1980

1. Tudor

3

6444 (3.05)

6720 (3.04)

2, Canbury

3

6149 (2.91)

6831 (3,09)

3. Hill

2

4213 (2.00)

4402 (1.99)

4. Coombe

2

4021 (1.91)

4154 (1.88)

5. Cambridge

3

6365 (3.02)

6660 (3.01)

6. Burlington

2

46?0 (2.21)

4686 (2.12)

7. Norbiton Park

2

4582 (2.17)

4747 (2.15)

8. St. James

3

5630 (2.67)

5657 (2.56)

9. Maiden Manor

2

4001 (1.90)

4319 (1.95)

10. Grove

3

6728 (3.19)

7029 (3.18)

11* Norbiton

3

6608 (3.13)

6629 (3.00 )

12. St. Marks

3

6785 (3.22)

7153 (3.24)

13. Surbiton Hill

3

5199 (2.46)

6633 (3.00)

14. Berrylands

3

6625 (3.14)

6762 (3.06)

15. Tolworth East

2

4338 (2.06)

*333 (1.96)

16. To 1 worth West

2

4150 (1.97)

4310 (1.95)

17. Tolworth South

2

4254 (2.02)

4294 (1.94)

18. Hook

2

4084 (1.94)

4207 (1.90)

19. Chessington North 2

4290 (2.03)

4305 (1.95)

20, Chessington South 2_

6306 (2- 9?)

6507 (2.94)

50

105,442 49.99

110,318 49.91

APPENDIX

B

LIST OP DOCUMENTS

B 1

Tables I to 5 of electorates of various proposals

B 2

6" plan delineating areas A to SS

B 3

List of electorates of areas A to NN

B 4

Electorates of areas 00 to SS (letter of 14th January

B 5

Revised electorates of wards 5A to 11A (letter of 25th
January 1977)

B 6

6H plan of existing wards and polling districts

B 7

List of polling district electorates

B 8 - 11

Statements by Mr. Powell to meeting

B 12

. List of councillors

B 13

Correspondence with Borough Secretary

B 14

Overlays

B 15

6" plan of council's initial proposals

B 16

6" plan showing recommended wards

B 17

2£" map of borough

B 18

List of 1976 ward electorates

La 1

List of proposed ward names

La 2

6" plan of proposed wards

L 1/2

Plans of centre of Kingston

L 3

6" plan of proposed wards

M 1

Statement by Mr. Granvilie-Smith

M 2

Letter from Mr. Sellers

M 3

Attendance Sheet

M 4

6" street plan marked with competing schemes and with
areas A, B and C

197?)

APPENDIX

C

NOTE ON DISCREPANCIES IN ELECTORAL
FIGURES

I bad difficulties in 3 areas reconciling the electoral
figures set out in the tables (B l) with the list of electorates (B 3)
of the various small areas set out on map B 2. The discrepancies were
often of the order of 300 or 400 electors and could not he overlooked
as the kind of small discrepancies that inevitably occur; and of
course unless and until resolved, their continued existence threw
doubt on the validity of the electorates of any wards I suggested in
those areas. I resolved the discrepancies, but must explain how I
have calculated ward electorates in those areas.
1.

North of Kingston.

I found it impossible to reconcile

either the proposed labour party ward electorates or the list of
electorates of small areas (B 3) with the electorates of the council's
proposed wards. I spoke to a member of the electoral registration
officer's staff on the telephone and I also wrote to him (B 13). He
was satisfied that the electorates of the council's proposed wards
and of those areas in the B 3 list were accurate, but he discovered
that the labour party electorates were inaccurate.

I have set out

the substantial inaccuracies in paragraph 41 of my report.
Unfortunately that was not the end of the difficulty in this area,
or it would have been unnecessary to write this note.

The difficulty

that he did not resolve arises in this way. The electorate of the
Hill ward that I propose can be assessed in 2 ways. It is either
the sum of the areas H, J, K, L and M in B 3, which comes to 3804,
or it is what is left north of the railway line after taking away

the totals of the suggested Tudor, Canbury, Coombe and Cambridge
wards (22,979) from the electorate of the whole area (27,192,
calculated from B 5 and confirmed by Table 5 and B 7) which comes
to 4213*

The difference is significant, for it is the difference

between entitlements of 1.80 and 2*00.

Working the figures to

try to find the error, I was satisfied that the error was in one
of the areas H to L, though I did not have enough information to
ascertain in which, and it did not perhaps matter so long as I
have now found the correct electorate for the suggested Hill ward.
In any event, that is how the Hill ward electorate is calculated.
The 1980 electorate is similarly calculated.

2.

Vest of Kingston.

The difficulty here was

ascertaining the existing electorate of the total area* Table 5
produced a different result from Table 3, allowing for the subtraction of polling district MA. Because Table 3 had been wrong
before, I assumed it was wrong again. However the error eventually
proved to be in Table 5» where the electorate of Diekerage ward
was wrongly copied. I have corrected it in green*

3.

Berrylar.de and Surbiton Hill*

Amongst Ifae electorates

for which I asked on list B 3 were those for areas EE, HH, GG and FF.
Using the figures I was given, it was impossible to reconcile within
even remotely satisfactory limits the electorates of the wards with
the electorate for the whole area. In particular the figures for the
areas EE and FF (a total of 1201) and GG (l6?8) did not tally with
the figures supplied to the Commission for identical areas and set
out at paragraphs 27 and 28 of my brief, where the figures are 1499
(area B) and 1757 (area A). The 1980 figures similarly do not

correspond.

In trying to find the error it was clear that the figures

supplied to the Commission were accurate and those given to me were
inaccurate, for the figures in ray brief enable the figures for the
existing and proposed wards to be reconciled and the figures I was
given do not. . Thus setting out the electorate for the existing
Berrylands ward reached in 3 different ways, the figures are :
(1)

Existing ward from Table 5

6358

(2)

Proposed ward from Table 1

6100

Plus area A

1757
7857

Less area B

1499
6358

(3)

Proposed ward from Table 1

6100

Plus GG

167B
7778

Less EE

864

Less FP

337

1201
6577

Thus the figures supplied to the Commission can be
reconciled with the proposed ward figures in table 1, and those in
B 3 cannot. Further the figures for the existing Berrylands ward in
1980, set out in the letter to the Commission of 19th August 1976
are also consistent with the figures supplied to the Commission for
areas A, B and C« An identical result is achieved if the Surbiton
Hill electorates are similarly checked, save that there is a discrepancy
of some 63 voters in the 1980 figures set out in the letter of 19th
August 1976.

Accordingly I have used the area A and B figures in
calculating electorates in this area* Assuming that the figures for
areas FF and HH are correct, and they are not likely to be wrong for
only relatively small simple areas are involved, the revised B 3
figures which I have used in Paragraph kk of my report are :

1975

1980

EE

1162

1970

FF

337

337

GG

1757

1762

HH

26?

26?

APPENDIX

Areas

Ward

D

Source of

Electorates

figures

1.

1975

1980

B 5

4031

4040

B 3

450

450

B

"

857

1019

D

"

434

536

E

"

6?2

J25

6444

6720

Labour

Tudor

8A

Plus A

Total

2C

C anbury

Labour 7 A

B 5

6612

7244

Plus G

B 3

844

1056

Less A

"

450 7456

450 8300

B

857 1307

1019 1462

6149

6831

Appx. C

4213

4402

Total

3.

Hill

H,J,K,L and M

4*

Coombe

Council's Coombe

B 1

4259

4394

Less L

B 3

238

240

Total

4021

4154

5«

Cambridge

Council's ward

B 1

6365

6660

6*

Burlington

Commission

B 1

46?0

4686

7»

Norbiton Park

Commission

B 1

4582

4242

8,

Sto James

Commission

B 1

5630

5657

9«

Maiden Manor

10. Grove

Commission

B1

4001

4319

Labour 5 A

B5

5872

6062

Plus AA

B3

285

285

"

JZL

682

6728

7029

BB

Total

11* Norbiton

Labour 6 A

B5

6893

6914

Less

B 3

285

285

6608

6629

B 1

6807

7266

Plus DD

B3

549

569

Less BB

B3

571 7356

682 7835

6785

7153

B 1

6584

7313

Plus ££

Appx. C

1162

1970

Less DD

B 3

549 7746

569 9283

344

344

LL

360

412

MM

345

374

949 2547

951

AA

Total

12. St. Marks

Labour

.

Total

Council's vard

KK

SS
Total1

"

B4

5199

2650
6633

14C

Berryland9

il'e ward

B 1

6100

7040

GG

Appx, C

1757

1762

HH

"

267

267

EE

"

1162 8124

1970

9069

FF

"

337 1499

337

2307

Total
il's ward
GG

B 1

6362

6362

1762

267 2024

Total

267

2029

4338

4333

B 1

6069

6186

B 3

344

344

L
LL

"

360

412

M
MM

"

S
SS

B 4

949

951

F
FF

B 3

337

-122

B7

1274 8404

1274

Tolworth Vest Council's
il's ward
KK
Plus K

Less Y

374

345

8604

YA

"

1566

1573

00

B4

211

216

PP

"

725

753

BR

"

478 4254

478 4294

4150

4310

B 7

1274

1274

YA

"

1566

1573

00

B 4

211

216

725

753

478

478

4254

4294

Total
17. Tolworth East Y

PP
BB

Total

6762

Appx. C 1757

HH

160

6625

"

18. Hook

Council's

B 1

4084

420?

19« Cheesington
North

Council's

B 1

4290

4305

20. Cheaaington
South

Council's

B 1

6306

6507

SCHEDULE 2
ROYAL BOROUGH OF KINGSTON UPON THAMES:
NAMES OF PROPOSED WARDS AND NUMBERS OF COUNCILLORS
NAME OF WARD

NO OF COUNCILLORS

BERRYLANDS

3

BURLINGTON

2

CAMBRIDGE

3

CANBURY

3

CHESSINGTON NORTH

2

CHESSINGTON SOUTH

3

COOMBE

2

GROVE

3

HILL

2

HOOK

2

MALDEN MANOR

2

NORBITON

3

NORBITON PARK

2

ST JAMES

3

ST MARK'S

3

SURBITON HILL

3

TOLWORTH EAST

2

TOLWORTH SOUTH

2

TOLWORTH WEST

2

TUDOR

3

SCHEDULE 3

ROYAL BOROUGH OF KINGSTON UPON THAMES - DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WARD BOUNDARIES

Note: Where the boundary is described as following a road, railway, river
canal or similar feature it should be.deemed to follow the centre
line of the feature unless otherwise stated.
TUDOR WARD
Commencing at the point where the northern boundary of the Borough meets
the western boundary of Richmond Park to the rear of the garages in Wilmer
Crescent, thence southeastwards along said western boundary and in prolongation thereof to Kingfs Road, thence southwestwards along said road to
Park Road, thence northwestwards along said road to Latchmere Road, thence
generally southwestwards along said road to Staunton Road, thence generally
southeastwards along said road to King's Road, thence southwestwards along
said road, crossing Lower Ham Road, to the road known as King's Passage,
thence westwards along said road to National Grid reference TQ 1783569968
thence due westwards in a straight line to the western boundary of the
Borough, thence generally northwards along said western boundary to the
northern boundary of the Borough, thence generally southeastwards along
said northern boundary to the point of commencement.

COOMBE WARD

Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Tudor Ward meets the
northern boundary of the Borough, thence northeastwards, southeastwards
and northeastwards along said Borough boundary and generally southwards along
the eastern boundary of the Borough to Coorabe Lane, thence northwestwards
along said lane to the road known as Beverley Way (Kingston by Pass), thence
southwards along said road to a point being in prolongation northeastwards
of Coombe Brook, thence southwestwards along said prolongation to Coombe
Brook, thence southwestwards and westwards along said brook and in prolongation thereof to Traps Lane, thence northwestwards along Traps Lane
to Coombe Lane, thence southwestwards along said lane to Warren Road, thence
northwestwards along said road to George RoadJ thence westwards along said

road to the road known au Kingston Hill, thence northeastwards along said
road to Crescent Road thence westwards along said road to Liverpool Road,
thence northwestwards along said road to a point opposite the rear boundary
of No 22 Heatherdale Close, thence northeastwards to and along said rear
boundary and the rear boundaries of Nos 21 to 19 Heatherdale Close, thence
northwestwards along the rear boundaries of Nos 18-7 in said close to the
southeastern boundary of Richmond Park, thence southwestwards along said
boundary to the eastern boundary of Tudor Ward, thence northwestwards along
said boundary to the point of commencement.

CANBURY WARD

Commencing at the point where the western boundary of the Borough meets
the southern boundary of Tudor Ward, thence generally northeastwards,
northwestwards, northeastwards, southeastwards and northeastwards along said
southern boundary and continuing along King's Road to Queen's Road, thence
southeastwards along said road to the road known as Kingston Hill, thence
southwestwards along said road to the Kingston to Teddington Railway, thence
westwards along said railway to the western boundary of.the Borough, thence'
northv/ards along said "Borough boundary to the point of commencement.

HILL WARD

Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Tudor Ward meets the
southwestern boundary of Coombe Ward, thence northeastwards and generally
southeastwards along said southwestern boundary to Coombe Lane, thence,
southwestwards along said lane to the road known as High Drive, thence southeastwards along said drive to Clarence Avenue, thence southwestwards along
said avenue to Dickerage Road, thence southwards along said road and
Dickerage Lane to the Maiden to Teddington Railway,

thence northwestwards

along said railway to the eastern boundary of Canbury Ward, thence generally
northeastwards and westwards along the eastern and northern boundaries of

said ward to and northwestwards along the eastern boundary of Tudor Ward
to the point of commencement.

CAMBRIDGE WARD

Commencing at the point where the southern boundary of Coombe Ward meets
the eastern boundary of the Borough, thence generally southeastwards along
said Borough boundary to the Waterloo to Weybridge Railway, thence southwestwards along said railway to Elm Road, thence northwards along said road
to the Maiden to Teddington Railway, thence northwestwards along said railway to the eastern boundary of Hill Ward, thence northwards, eastwards,
northwestwards and northeastwards along said eastern boundary to the southern
boundary of Coombe Ward, thence northeastwards, southeastwards and generally
northeastwards along said southern boundary to the point of commencement.

NORBITON WARD

Commencing at the point where the southwestern boundary of Cambridge Ward
meets the Waterloo to Weybridge Railway, thence southwestwards along said
railway to Hogsmill River, thence northwestwards and westwards along said
river to Villiers Road, thence northwards along said road to Hawks Road,
thence northeastwards along said road to Cambridge Road, thence generally
northwestwards along said road to London Road, thence northeastwards
along said road to the southwestern boundary of Hill Ward, thence southeastwards along said ward boundary and the southwestern boundary of
Cambridge Ward to the point of commencement*

GROVE WARD
Commencing at the point where the southern boundary of Canbury Ward meets
the western boundary of Norbiton Ward, thence southwestwards, southeastwards,
southwestwards and southwards along said western boundary to the southwestern
boundary of said ward, thence generally southeastwards along said southwestern

boundary to the Waterloo to Weybridge Railway, thence southwestwards along
said railway to Lower Marsh Lane, thence northwestwards and westwards along
said lane to Villiers Avenue, thence northeastwards along said avenue to
langfield Avenue, thence eouthwestwards along said avenue, Beaufort Road
and Maple Road to Qrove Road, thence northwestwards along said road and in
Portsmouth Road
prolongation thereof crossing/to the western boundary of the Borough, thence
generally northwards along said Borough boundary to the southern boundary of
Canbury Ward, thence westwards along said southern boundary to the point
of commencement.

ST MARK'S WARD

Commencing at the point where the western boundary of the Borough meets
the southern boundary of Grove Ward, thence southeastwards, northeastwards
and southeastwards along said southern boundary to the Waterloo to Weybridge
Railway, thence southwestwards along said railway to the western boundary
of the Borough, thence northwestwards and northeastwards along said Borough
boundary to the point of commencement.

SUHBITON HILL WARD
Commencing at the point where the western boundary of the Borough meets the
southeastern boundary of St Mark's Ward, thence northeastwards along said
southeastern boundary to King Charles Road, thence southeastwards along
said road to Hollyfield Road, thence southwestwards along said road to
Ewell Road, thence southeastwards along said road to Ditton Road, thence
southwestwarde along said road to the western boundary of the Borough, thence
northwestwards along said Borough boundary to the point of commencement*

BERRYLANDS WARD
Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Surbiton Hill Ward
meets the southeastern boundary of St Mark's Ward, thence northwestwards
along said southeastern boundary and the southern boundary of Grove Ward to

Hogsmi11 River, thence southeastwards along said river to a point due northeast
of the northernmost corner of No *tO Elrabridge Avenue, thence southwest wards
to and along the northwestern boundary of said property to Elmbridge Avenue,
thence northwestwards along said avenue to Elgar Avenue, thence southwestwards
along said avenue crossing Raeburn Avenue to Ewell Road, thence northwestwards along said road to King Charles Road, thence northwestwards along said
road to and along the eastern boundary of Surbiton Hill Ward to the point
of commencement*

NORBITON PARK WARD

Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Berrylands Ward meets
the southeastern boundary of Norbiton Ward, thence northeastwards along
said southeastern boundary to Elm Road, thence southwards along said road
to Kingston Road, thence southeastwards along said road to Maiden Road,
thence southeastwards along said road to the road known as Maiden Way
(Kingston By Pass), thence southwestwards along said road to Hogsmi11 River,
thence northwestwards along said river to and along the eastern boundary
of Berrylanda Ward to the point of commencement*

BURLINGTON WARD

Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Norbiton Park Ward
meets the southern boundary of Cambridge Ward, thence northeastwards along
said southern boundary to the eastern boundary of the Borough, thence
generally southwards along said Borough boundary to Maiden Way (Kingston
By Pass), thence southwestwards along said road to the eastern boundary
of Norbiton Park Ward, thence generally northwestwards along the eastern
boundary of said ward to the point of commencement.

SI JAMES WARD

Commencing at the point where the southern boundary of Burlington Ward meets

the eastern boundary of the Borough, thence southeastwards along said
Borough boundary to the Raynes Park to Chessington South . Railway, thence
generally southwestwards along said railway to Hogarni11 River, thence
generally northwestwards along said river to the southern boundary of
Norbiton Park Ward, thence northeastwards along said southern boundary and
the southern boundary of Burlington Ward to the point of commencement.

MALDEN MANOR WARD
Commencing at the ponint where the southern boundary of St James Ward meets
the eastern boundary of the Borough, thence generally southwards and westwards along said Borough Boundary to Hogsmill River, thence northwestwards
along said river to the southern boundary of St James Ward, thence northeastwards along said boundary to the point of commencement.

TOLWORTH EAST WARD
Commencing at the point where the southeastern boundary of Berrylands Ward
meets the western boundary of Norbiton Park Ward, thence southeastwards
along said western boundary, the western boundary of St James Ward and the
western boundary of Maiden Manor Ward to the southeastern boundary of
the Borough, thence southwestwards along said Borough boundary to Kingston
Road (A2t*0) thence northwestwards along said road and crossing the Kingston
By Pass and continuing along the road known as Broadway to Ewell Road, thence
northwestwards along said road to the southeastern boundary of Berrylands
Ward, thence northeastwards along said ward boundary to the point of commencement.

TOLWORTH SOUTH WARD
Commencing at the point where the southwestern boundary of To1worth East Ward
crosses the Kingston By Pass, thence southwestwards and northwestwards along
said road to the road known as Fullers Way North, thence northeastwards
along said road and Red Lion Road to Thomhill Road, thence northwestwards

along said road to Douglas Road, thence northeastwards along said road
crossing Ewell Road, to Broomfield Road, thence northeastwards along said
road to the southwestern boundary of Berrylands Ward, thence southeastwards
along said ward boundary and the southwestern boundary of Tolworth East Ward
to the point of commencement.

TOLWORTH WEST WARD
Commencing at the point where the western boundary of Berryland6 Ward meets
the northwestern boundary of Tolworth South Ward, thence generally southwestwards along said northwestern and western boundary of Tolworth South Ward
to the Kingston By Pass, thence northwestwards along said road to the
western boundary of the Borough, thence northeastwards and northwestwards
along said Borough boundary to the southeastern boundary of Surbiton Hill
Ward, thence generally northeastwards along said southeastern boundary to
the western boundary of Berrylands Ward, thence southeastwards along said
boundary to the point of commencement*

HOOK WARD
Commencing at the point where the western boundary of the Borough meets the
southern boundary of Tolworth West Ward, thence southeastwards along said
southern boundary to the road known as Fullers Way gouth, thence southwestwards along said road to Hunters Road, thence southeastwards along said road
to the road known as Gosbury Hill, thence southwestwards along said road,
crossing the junction of Orchard Gardens and Moor Lane, to Elm Road, thence
southwestwards along said road to Hook Road, thence southwards along said
road to Mansfield Road, thence westwards along said road to a point opposite
the southeastern corner of Lovelace Primary School, thence northwards to
said corner, thence westwards and northwards along the southern and western
boundaries of said school to the western boundary of the Borough, thence
generally northeastwards along said Borough boundary to the point of commencement.
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CHESSINGTON NORTH WARD
Commencing at the point where the eastern boundary of Hook Ward meets the
southern boundary of Tolworth South Ward, thence southeastwards and northeastwards along said southern boundary to the southwestern boundary of
Tolworth East Ward, thence southeastwards along said boundary to the southeastern boundary of the Borough, thence southwestwards along said Borough
boundary to the footpath which leads to Cox Lane, thence northwestwards
along said footpath to Cox Lane, thence westwards along said lane to Raebuck
Road, thence southwestwards along said road to Chantry Road, thence northwestwards along said road to Mount Road, thence southwestwards along said
road to Bridge Road, thence westwards along said road to the eastern boundary
of Hook Ward, thence generally northeastwards along said eastern boundary
to the point of commencement.

CHESSINGTON SOUTH WARD
Commencing at the point where the southern boundary of Chessington North
Ward meets the southeastern boundary of the Borough, thence southwestwards»
westwards and generally northwards along the southeastern, southern and
western boundaries of the Borough to the southern boundary of Hook Ward,
thence southwards and eastwards along said boundary to the southern boundary
of Chessington North Ward, thence eastwards, generally northeastwards and
southeastwards along said boundary to the point of commencement.

